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ABSTRACT

Defined here is an orthogonal multiplication for vector spaces

with indefinite nondegenerate scalar product. This is then used, via the

Hopf construction, to obtain harmonic maps between pseudo-Riemannian spheres

and hyperbolic spaces. Examples of harmonic maps are constructed using

Clifford algebras.
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I. Harmonic maps between pseudo-Riemannian manifolds

(I.I) In 1972 R. T. Smith QS]) noticed that so called orthogonal multiplications

gave nice harmonic maps if when applying the Hopf construction. This construction

has not previously been done for vector spaces with an indefinite scalar product.

There is growing interest in physics in harmonic maps between pseudo-Riemannian

manifolds, especially since they have applications in string theory. For this rea-

son it is useful to apply the Hopf construction to pseudo-Riemarnian spheres and

hyperbolic spaces to obtain new harmonic maps.

In the following parts (I and II) we shall give a theoretical background for

the construction of harmonic maps. Many of the properties shown for pseudo-

Riemannian manifolds are transcriptions of those from the Riemannian ca&e, in

that we follow the results of [B], For a review of the general properties of harmonic

maps and the techniques used in this theory look to [ELI] and [EL2].

All the manifolds and maps considered in this paper are of the class C°° unless

otherwise specified.

(1.2) Let (A/, g), (N,k) be pseudo-Riemannian manifolds and let <j> : M » N

be a map from M to JV, then one can construct a bundle of 1-forms on M with

values in the pull-back bundle <f>~lTN:

This bundle is equiped with the connection V induced by the Levi-Civita connec-

tions on TM and TN. The covariant derivative of the differential Vd(j> is called

the second fundamental form of tj>. It is said that 4> is harmonic iff TraceaVd<t> =

JZT=i ^dtj>{Xn, Xa) is equal to zero at each point of M, where (Xo)1<o<m is a local

orthonormat frame field on M. The section T[tj>) := TracegVd4> is called a tension

field of <(>.

Example 1.2.1 If M = R with m = p + q and ^ : R '* R. then
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where xt,... ,*m are standard coordinates on R '". In this case the tension field is

just a Laplacian of the function <j>. If ^ : R

^•.K"" —> R r = l , . . . ,

R ' and <l> = (^i , . . . ,<t>,+t) with

Harmonic maps may be obtained as critical points of the energy functional

for both the definite and indefinite case. For a given function <f> between pseudo-

Riemannian manifolds the energy density of <j> is defined as a function e(^) : M —*

R b y

>= 5

for each x 6 M. Here < , >• denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt product on [T*M

<j>~l(TN)\:c. Then, at least, locally the following integral

exists and is called the energy of 4>. Then a C°° function is harmonic iff it is a

critical point of the energy functional. Unlike in the Riemannian case, the vanishing

of the energy does not imply that the function ^ is constant; the energy may be

even negative.

(1.3) Let ei,t2 e { — 1,1} and let Ki,K2 be real positive numbers. Then we

define
:= {x e x,x >= et • —}

E(t2, K2) := {x € S." 1 < y, y >= e3 • — }

where p + q = m and s+t — n are integers. Here < , > denotes the scalar products in

the considered spaces. Then the space E(fi,ifi) is a pseudo-Riemannian manifold

of signature
f (p-l,q) if £X = - 1 ;
\(p,q-l) if «i = l

and has constant sectional curvature equal to ej • (Kiy. The space S(l,Wi) is

called a pseudo-Riemannian sphere and £(—l,iCi) is called a pseudo-Riemannian

hyperbolic space. They will be denoted respectively by S'1 and H ' '*. By anal-

ogy we may describe geometrical properties of the space H(t2,K2). In the present

paper we construct harmonic maps between spaces of the above type.
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There is the following natural dilatation map

Xl:E(«i.*i) —£(€,1)

such that Xi(x) = (-Ki) ' z where x g R'1 ' . Then x, '» *n affine diffeomorphism.

Siraillary we construct the dilatation x, from to S(t2,1).

Remark 1.3.1 It is easy to notice the following fact: if there are given functions

(j> and <p such that the following diagram

i ,* i ) -^ E(«a,Jfa)

commutes then <p is harmonic iff 0 is harmonic.

Because of the above remark we shall concentrate only on the spaces of the

sectional curvature ±1. We shall also adopt the following notation £( t i ) := £(ei, 1)

R" be a map such thatRemark 1.3.2 Let A : R '

then A is an affine diffeomorphism and J4(S(CI)) = Sf-Ei). It has also the following

property: if / : X —» S(ei) Eind g : E((i) —• V are functions between pseudo-

Riemannian manifolds then / is harmonic iff Aof is harmonic; the same equivalence

we have for g and go A. Of course, these properties are also valid for &{<i?) and the

respective affine diffeomorphism reversing the signature of the space R*'\

Let i : S(e) —> R'1* be an inclusion map, £ G {-1,1} and let / : R '

be a smooth map.

Lemma 1.3.3 With respect to the above notations we have that

R
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where §£ = df(-g^) and ̂  is a vector field defined locally on a neighbourhood of

S(c) such that < -Jfc, -§^ >= t and -§^{x) is proportional to z.

Proof. We have a general formula for the tension field of a compositoion of

Functions:

r{/ o i) = df(r[\)) + Trace{Vdf){di,di)

(cf. [ELI]). This formula is also valid for the pseudo-Riemamuan case. On the

other hand we have that

rR"(/) o i = Trace{Vdf)(di,di) + S i .

Let (Xa)i<^<m denote an othonormal basis on the tangent space T^Sfe) and

let faa)i<a<r« be the geodesies on E(e) such that ^(O) = Xtl for 1 < a < m. Let

also £„ =< X,,, Xa >. Then

Hence we have that

m - 1

•^'(o)

.(o)

'an

Observation 1.3.4 If w is is a fc-homogenous polynomial then

—— o i = i • (w o 1]
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Corollary 1.3.5 If w is a harmonic fc-homogenous polynomial on R ' then

r(w oi) = -k{-p + q + t[k- 2)) (woi);

hence w is an eigenfunction of the operator r.

We have the following property:

Lemma 1.3.6 Let j : S(() —* B.*' be a canonical inclusion and let ^ : X —*

S(t) be a smooth map between Riemannian manifolds then the following conditions

are equivalent:

(*) 4> is harmonic

(**) T(J O <j>) is orthogonal to S[t) in R*' .

For the proof see [S|, [ELI]. The same lemma works for the pseudo-Riemannian

case.

Corollary 1.3.7 I f w : R ' —>R' consists of fc-homogenous harmonic poly-

nomials and w(S(fi)) C B(e2) then

is a harmonic map.

Proof. This corollary follows immediately from Corollary 1.3.5 and Lemma

1.3.6.

II. Orthogonal Multiplications

"1"1 x B " 1 "(II.l) Let * : H."1"1 x B. RM be a bilinear map such that

i, y) > = < x,x y,y

then * is called an orthogonal multiplication. Here < , > denotes the scalar

products in respective vector spaces. For given ti,(2 € {-1|1} there are defined

the following pseudo-Riemannian space forms.

S(ei) = {(x,y) e R'11" x R""1! < x,x > + < y,y >= £ l}

H{«2) = {(t,z) e B. x R*'*| i2+ < «,z >= £ 2 }.
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Now we may apply the Hopf constuction. Namely the following map
. T> * >_, T> * . TJ v "D

. XL J*. XL *" XX A Xt

given by

F(i,y) = ^< ar,! > - < Vi3/ >,2*(a:

is a 2-homogenous polynomial and

Moreover, if pl + q± — p2 — q2 = 0 then F is harmonic and hence, by Corollary 1.3.7

we get that

f | E ( t i ) : S ( £ l ) — B ( E 2 )

is a harmonic map.

(II.2)

Example II.2.1 There is a natural orthogonal multiplication given by a tensor

product

for all pairs of nonnegative integers (pi,9i),(p2,92)-

Example II.2.2 Let QL : R —> R be a quadratic form such that Qi(t) := -t2.

Then the Clifford algebra C{Qi) has a linear basis {l ,e t} where et • ej = 1. There

is given a scalar product < , > on the space C(Qi) such that

1, ,
<x,y>:= -(z'V + y - x )

and with respect to this product C{QX) is isometric with R ' . The multiplication

in the Clifford algebra C{Qi) is orthogonal.

Example il.2.3 Let Qi : R 2 —• R be a quadratic form such that Qi[ti,t2) '• —

-{ty)7- - [H)2, Then the Clifford algebra C(Q<z) has a linear basis {l,ei,e2 ,«i -e^}

where e t - ei = 1, «2 '
 e2 — 1 a n ^ *i • e2 ~ ~*2 • *i It has a similarly denned scalar
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product as in the example above. Then C(Qa) is isometric with the space R .

The Clifford multiplication in C((J2) is orthogonal.

Remark II.2.4 If we consider a quadratic form Q% : R 2 —» R such that

<32(t1,t2) = — [ti]2 + (t2)2 then in the similar way to Example II.2.3 we obtain the

Clifford algebra C(Q2) which is vector space with a metric of signature (2,2). The

multiplication in C(Qj) is orthogonal. This multiplication is equivalent with that

one in C(Qi) in the sense of [P],

III. Applications

Using the properties proved in part I and II we may obtain some new harmonic

maps between pseudo-Riem&nnian manifolds.

Example III.l.l The orthogonal multiplication from the Example II.2.2. gives

the following harmonic map:

i 1 ' 1 — S 1 ' 1

such that

where (xitZgiVui/a

harmonic map H '

). Using Remark 1.3.2. we may obtain from V>i another

Example III. 1.2 The orthogonal multiplication in C{Q2) from Example 11,2.3.

gives the following harmonics

<f><2 : S — • S

where ^5(^1,22) = ^ « i - * i - « 2 - a a . 2 * i -«2j for («i,22) G C(Q2) x C(Q2)- Applying

Remark 1.3.2 to ̂ 2 we obtain another harmonic map:

S " - ^ H 1 •'



As in the case of quaternions, OUT Clifford algebra. C(Qi) may be expressed as

C{Qi) x C(Qi) with the product defined as follows

(x, y) • (a, b) = (xa + yb, xb + ya).

for x,y,a,b 6 C{Q{). Using this property we generalize a construction of R.T.

Smith {cf. Example 2.1.6 [S]):

Example III. 1.3 Let <j>s be a mapping

03 : C(<?2) x C(Qa) —* ft x C{Ql) x R x C{QX) x C{Q2)

defined as

where x,y £ C^Q;.} and x = (z t ,^ ) , ! / = (y^Jte)- Then <43 is a 2-homogenous

harmonic polynomial and <̂ 3 (S* J C S*'*. Hence by Corollary 1.3.7 and Remark

1.3.2 ^3 gives us the following harmonic maps:

s"1 — s'|B

H —• S

H H

ExampJe III.1.4 R.T. Smith applied the Veronese map to construct harmonics

between spheres (cf. fS[). The same construction works in our pseudo-Riemannian

case. Namely, if x,y,z belong to C{QL) or to C(Q2) then the following map

is 2-homogenous, harmonic and preserves respective pseudo-Riemannian spheres.

Hence using once again Corollary 1.3.7 and Remark 1.3.2 we obtain from the above

function four examples of harmonic maps.
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Example III.l.S Here is another pseudo-Riemannian variant of the Smith con-

struction: if x, y belongs to C(Qi) or to Cfyi] then the following map

is 2-homogenous, harmonic and preserves respective pseudo-Riemannian spheres.

Hence it produces examples of harmonic maps.

Remark III. 1.6 Another harmonic homogenous polynomials preserving pseudo-

Riemannian spheres may be obtained from Toth's classification theorem (cf. [T])

replacing real numbers by elements of C(Qi) or C{Q^.

Finat Remark. In many constructions we use conjugations of elements of

Clifford algebras C{Qy) and C[Qi) in the formulas defining harmonic homogenous

polynomials. In some cases, even without the conjugations, these polynomials define

desired maps. However, with these conjugations our harmonic maps have nice

symmetries. Our maps are invariant with respect to the action of the Lie groups of

elements whose scalar product is ±1 in C(Qi) or C(Qj). The manifolds obtained

by the standard factorization have natural pseudo-Riemannian structures. We may

also factortze our harmonic maps maps. In each of the cases we obtain new harmonic

maps. They may be regarded as a variant of the harmonics between projective

spaces in the Riemannian case.
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